DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. 50-4
LOCATION SW 84C
SEC. 93 TWP. 8 RGE. 16N

Dry Hole ___ Abandoned Oil Well X Abandoned Gas Well ___

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:
Well No. 1-A Lease ___ Adams ___
Operator ___ Eastern Kansas Address ___ Great Bend, Ks. ___
Field ___ County ___ Rooks ___
Total Depth 3132 Feet ___

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

Tuffing packer set 9072 headed up to 1520' taking cut off at 2800' ran fudge on lot of taking 3800' ran 52' cement with dump failure tied to 195' set fudge, ran 15 more cement, tied to 30' set fudge ran 1000 cement too. 198' showed cement and left in hole ___

Jack Shull, Great Bend K: Plugging Contractor ___

W.C. Neis ___
District Conservation Agent ___

Date 11-25-48 ___
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